The person who built it sold it.
The person who bought it never used it.
The person who used it never saw it.

**WHAT IS IT?**

A Coffin

A zombie, a mummy, and a ghost bought a house. It has all the usual rooms except for one.

**WHAT ROOM WON'T YOU FIND?**

A Living Room

My life can be measured in moments or hours. Proudly I serve while being devoured. Thin I am quick, fat I am slow. Fire is my friend, wind is my foe.

**What am I?**

A Candle

I am different sizes, shapes and colors. Many can see my veins. I don’t go inside. The trees are where I reside. If I fall to the ground, I will surely die.

**What am I?**

A Leaf

I have a name but it isn’t mine. You don’t think about me while in your prime. People cry when I’m in their sight. Others lie with me all day and night.

**What am I?**

A Tombstone
SPOOKY SCRAMBLE!

CAN YOU UNSCRAMBLE THESE WORDS?

AHETUDN EOHSU   HAUNTED HOUSE
RONPAMARLA    PARANORMAL
NNLSEIHCIIGPL    SPINE CHILLING
ETYCRMEE    CEMETERY
IEERE    EERIE
OSHUC SUOCP    HOCUS POCUS
ROWEWEFL    WEREWOLF
ENGBOYMOA    BOOGEYMAN
ARYCS YRSTO    SCARY STORY
OUSECMT YAPRT    COSTUME PARTY
KENENSATFRIN    FRANKENSTEIN
ECTBORO    OCTOBER
Why were the little ghosts so successful in Little League?
They had team spirit.
What does a ghost do to stay safe in a car?
They put on their sheet belt.
How do you fix a damaged jack-o-lantern?
You use a pumpkin patch.
Where do ghosts go on vacation?
Lake Eerie.
What do you get when you drop a pumpkin?
Squash.
What is a witch’s favorite subject?
Spelling.
**Halloween Crossword Puzzle**

Across
3. Do you hear this feathered friend hooting from above?
5. Flies around on a broom.
6. Clown, princess, ninja, or teacher—which will you wear for Trick-or-Treat?
10. We truly hope that we don’t run into one of these types of houses during Halloween time!
11. This is the time of day we go Trick-or-Treating on Halloween.
13. Would you rather have a sweet treat or this in your candy basket?
14. You carve this to make the perfect decoration.
15. If you feel this way around Halloween, it’s okay. Just know that it’s all for fun!
16. A favorite Halloween treat, this triangle-shaped sweet is orange, yellow, and white!

Down
1. Many people have fun at one of these where they wear costumes, dance, and eat good food.
2. Take this with you on Halloween night to light the way as you go door-to-door for candy.
4. Spooky. Casper was a friendly one.
6. Sweet Halloween treats!
7. Will it be full or a crescent up in the sky on Halloween night?
8. If spooky black ones cross your path, it’s bad luck!
9. You say these two words to those neighbors who put something sweet in your candy bag.
12. What you say when you knock on doors for candy on Halloween night.
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